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OCTOBER MEETING

The Tahlequah Camera Club met in the old section of the Carnegie Library 
due to the renovations taking place in the usual meeting room. The first report of 
the evening was from Jean and Don Bowman who had just returned from 
attending the PSA (Photographic Society of America) convention in Colorado 
Springs.

The Bowmans attended lectures and a photo class for Adobe Photoshop 9.  
For information she recommended checking out photoshopelements.com.  Jean 
emphasized again the need for our club to buy a projector and to go digital in our 
competition. Since we have a club membership in the PSA, we need to use that 
membership to our advantage. One of those advantages is the programs that are 
offered for clubs to use.  

The PSA meetings the next three years will be in San Francisco, CA, 
Portland, ME, and Albuquerque, NM. Don and Jean strongly encourage members 
to attend.

Graceful Beauty by Loyd Moden

Barb Downard reported that the club's current bank balance is $1376.75.

Don Nowlin sent word that the trophies for the GTAA contest were not 
ready. He will present the winners at the November meeting.



          The Tahlequah Camera Club display in the city library showcase.

COMPETITION WINNERS

The competition winners for October were as follows:

   Class B

1st    If You Slow the Shutter Speed - Marjie Scavone

2nd   Low Tech - Jess Hanna

3rd   Don't Fence Me In - Marjie Scavone

HM   Day Gone by - Jess Hanna

HM   Hole in the Wall - Jess Hanna

HM - Has Beens - Jess Hanna

   



         If You Slow the Shutter Speed by Marjie Scavone

Class A 

1st Graceful Beauty - Loyd Moden

2nd Mother Nature Nurture - Elton Johnson

3rd Rio Duice Canoe - Nancy

HM Fast Pitch - Brianna Johnson

HM Canoe Collection - Tracy Morgan

   Class M

1st     Nothing   Grizzly about These Falls - Pete Scavone

2nd   Enter at Your Own Risk - Don Bowman

3rd    Upright with Help - Don Bowman

HM    Poetry in Motion - Pete Scavone

HM   In the Arms of Security - Don Bowman

 

Class E

1st    Bodie Church - Jean Bowman



2nd   Pirate Ship - Nancy Tharp

3rd    Down the Road We Go - Walt Richardson

HM   Old Alaska 424 - Jean Bowman

HM   My Baby - Walt Richardson

Bodie Church by Jean Bowman

Our judge for this competition was Charles Taylor from Norman. Mr. Taylor 
is a member of the Oklahoma City Camera Club and the PSA. Members were 
almost unanimous in agreement that he was one of the best judges we have had. 
He gave excellent points not only on individual photographs but on photography 
in general.

One of the first points he made was for us to consider before shooting 
is, "What do you plan to do with the picture?" His point was competition photos 
are not like "record shots."  Some of his main comments concerned:

*sharpness--use tripod if needed

*focus on the center of interest

* the photo should stand alone, not look like one of a series or set

*pay attention to the color, brightness and contrast; saturation should be 
at the center of interest

Mr. Taylor also commented on our Enhanced category. He mentioned that 



the PSA says it should represent "altered reality." Then he suggested if we are 
going to enhance a photo, we should "modify the dickens out of it."

NOVEMBER MEETING

Members are reminded to bring photos for the next competition to the 
November meeting. This meeting will be held NOVEMBER 2 beginning at 7:00 at 
the city library. There will be a special competition this month. The theme 
is "Water." Members are encouraged to bring at least one competition photo 
that addresses that theme. Be creative!!!  Points will be give for participation and 
extra points will be give for the photo chosen as the winner in each class. Special 
competitions are not additional competitions but something to add interest. 
Submit up to 4 photos in your own class and/or Enhanced class; use the special 
theme for at least one of them to qualify for bonus points.

If you have ever wondered what someone did to a photo to enhance it, 
November is your meeting for answers. All members are asked to bring one 
enhanced photo and a copy of the original (4x6 is fine). During the program each 
member will be asked what was done to enhance it--what program, procedure, 
etc.  This will be a "member directed" meeting which should be both fun and 
educational.

FLICKR

by Melody Martin

(edited by Jeannie)

I would like to propose we set up a "Flickr" group where members of the 
Tahlequah Camera Club can post electronically photographs they have taken 
during the week or month on-line. If the group desires, events and contest 
winners could be posted. Moderators and administrators govern the group. They 
visit the site regularly to be sure the content is within the groups guidelines.

I further propose that a committee be formed to set up guidelines and 
enlist moderators and administrators.  Moderators will report to administrators 
any content not within the group's guidelines. Administrators will have the 
authority to delete photos and ban persons continually not following guidelines. 

Flikr doesn't allow nudity on their site and this must be rule #1. I have a 
printout of the Flickr rules and guidelines for those who wish to look at them or 



go to www.flickr.com.

As a member of another group who participates in Flickr, I am going on an 
excursion on the train from Springdale, AR, on Nov.6 to photograph fall colors. 
This is part of activities available for groups at group rates.

 

 

 

 


